
6 Design representations

• There are many different ways of representing a design

and often many representative forms used in different

software design methods.

• A selection is presented, which is not exhaustive, but

gives a reasonable cross-section of those used most

commonly.



Representational form Viewpoints Design attributes
Pseudo code Functional Algorithm form

Data-flow diag. Functional Information flow, dependency of op-
erations on other
operations, relation with data stores

Entity-relationship diag. Data-
modelling

Static relationships between design
entities

Structure chart Functional &
structural

Invocation hierarchy between proce-
dures,
decomposition into procedures

Structure graph Structural Packaging (information hiding), uses
relationship,
concurrency

Jackson structure diag. Structural,
functional &
data modelling

Algorithm form, sequencing of data
components,
sequencing of actions

Hierarchical object diag. Structural,
data modelling
& functional

Hierarchical structure of data objects
with their associated operations

State-transition diag. Behavioural State-machine model of an entity

State chart Behavioural System-wide state model, including
parallelism,
hierarchy and abstraction

Petri net Behavioural Interaction between parallel threads

Different kinds of representation. Bold ones are described in this section.



6.1 Pseudo code

• Very widely used (perhaps too much) – very low level

• Allows thought of detailed sequencing without consid-
ering all the implementation details

• To be effective, pseudo code should be abstract (higher-
level), and not like a programming language

boil water;

pour some water into teapot;

empty tea pot;

REPEAT

place spoonful of tea in pot,

UNTIL enough tea for no. of drinkers;

REPEAT

pour water into pot,

UNTIL enough water for no. of drinkers;



• To be effective need some rules for writing:

– Use indentation to emphasise structure

– Pull out ‘language keywords’ – uppercase

– Try to ‘bracket’ executable blocks by using paired

keywords: LOOP and ENDLOOP or IF and ENDIF

– Avoid referring to the identifiers of program variables

or values of constants.

E.g., check for end-of-line character is more mean-

ingful than check for #15.

• Widely used to augment other forms of description

– sequencing information within Structure Chart

– detailed contents of modules (i.e., boxes)

• Hard to develop a design using pseudo code alone



Pseudocode example

s(n) =
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

S(k)e j2πnk
N for n ∈ {0,1, . . . , N − 1} (1)

Inputs: N , S(k)

Output: s(n)



Pseudocode example

s(n) =
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

S(k)e j2πnk
N for n ∈ {0,1, . . . , N − 1} (1)

Inputs: N , S(k)

for n = 0 to N − 1,
initialise sum = 0
for k = 0 to N − 1,

compute temp = S(k)× exp
(
j2πnk

N

)
compute sum = sum+ temp

endfor
compute s(n) = sum/N

endfor
return s(n)



Summary of pseudocode

• Design representations

– viewpoints

• Pseudocode

– indentation show block structure

– while, for, repeat

– if, then, else

– comments

– assignments (x← y)

– variables, arrays, objects and fields



6.2 Data-flow diagram (DFD)

• Used to give a problem-oriented view of the system

• Based on information flow round network of operations:

– each one uses information flowing in and out of it

• Shows dependencies of operations on each other clearly

• Most useful in early design stages – Analysis



Notation:

• Circle (or bubble) – an operation, labelled with a brief description

• Box – an external source or sink of information

• Parallel lines – a data store or file

• Arc – flow of information between the other components
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Level-0 DFD describing cash machine in Gane-Sarson notation.



• DFDs can be linked hierarchically

– bubble expanded as another DFD

• Expansion allows gradual refinement of the design, but

can produce inconsistencies

– changes at lower levels need propagating upwards.
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Level-1 DFD giving an expanded view of node 1.



DFD viewpoint

• DFDs describe architecture of a system, as functions:

– operations that need to be performed are identified

by process bubbles;

– information needed and generated by operations shown

as data-flow arcs.

• Structured System Analysis & Structured Design uses

DFDs extensively.



Using the data-flow diagram

• logical DFD used by designer to build the system;

• physical DFD helps with initial communication with cus-
tomer when replacing an existing “as is” system.

• Logical DFD labelled to show what the system does:
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Logical DFD from the travel office, in DeMarco-Yourdon notation.



• Physical DFD used to model how a system is to be

implemented, in terms of the physical entities (rather

than just their function).

– e.g., DFD modelling a travel booking system (bub-

bles indicate who does job, rather than job itself):
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Physical DFD from the travel office, in DeMarco-Yourdon notation.



Summary

• Design representations

– viewpoints

• Pseudocode

– algorithms in text

• Data flow diagrams

– notation

– hierarchy

– viewpoint

– logical DFD and physical DFD


